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Gravamen/Question(s) at issue: Did IJ appropriately deny asylum to this applicant, upon determining that
testimony of past persecution was not credible?
Holdings: Petition granted for review of IJ’s disposition of the asylum claim.
 “…the IJ’s rejection of Berishaj’s asylum claim cannot stand.” (317)
Rationale:
 “IJ’s adverse credibility determination has no basis in the record.” (317)
 “the IJ misapplied the law in concluding that changed conditions in Montenegro had obviated any
persecution claim that Berishaj might once have had.” (317)
 The government did not meet its rebuttal burden regarding changed country conditions—it used
information that was four years out-of-date.
Facts: Ethnic Albanian from Montenegro (during his youth, this was part of Yugoslavia). Attended Albanianlanguage university in Kosovo in 1991, where Serb forces were in control. University was closed, but continued
to function underground. Berishaj arrested & beaten for helping to find homes in which to conduct illegal
classes. Inducted into Serbian army & often beaten for speaking Albanian. Went to war in Bosnia. “Ethnic
Albanians in the army were not trusted to shoot without being under Serbian control.” (319) Escaped from
army, crossed illegally into Albania and remained in hiding. Eventually smuggled to Belgrade, then France,
then Brazil, then U.S. Police continued to search for him in family home.
History of Case:
 IJ (2001): denied asylum, saying that testimony about past persecution was not credible, and besides,
country conditions had changed so there was no reasonable fear of future persecution.
 BIA: affirmed IJ w/o opinion
Appeals to Statute & Precedent:
 8 C.F.R. §208.13(b)(1)(ii): “…the burden of showing changed country conditions is on the government.”
(317)
 8 U.S.C. §1229a(c)(6): aliens may reopen proceedings based on new facts
 8 C.F.R. §1003.2: alien or gov’t can move BIA to reopen proceedings based on changed country
conditions
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1999 State Department’s Country Report on Serbia-Montenegro: Some progress toward freedom and
democracy, but “other parts of the record suggest that events were very fluid in 1999.” (320) Amnesty
International, NYT articles on ethnic cleansing of Albanians in Kosovo & Montenegro.
Corroborating Materials: Amnesty International Report on Albanians’ parallel education system;
English-language Albanian-American newspaper on forced induction into Serbian army.
In re S-M-J-, 21 I&N Dec. 722, 729-30, 1997 (BIA 1997): adverse credibility determination can be based
on inconsistent statements or improbable testimony
Balasubramanrim v. INS, 143 F.3d 157, 161 (3d Cir.1998): Adverse credibility determinations are
reviewed according to a substantial evidence standard
Abdulai v. Ashcroft, 239 F.3d [542,] 554 [ (3d Cir.2001): Corroborating evidence sometimes necessary,
according to these expectations:
o Identify which part of the testimony could reasonably be corroborated
o Inquire whether applicant has provided corroborating evidence
o If not, are there reasonable explanations for lack of corroboration?
Gao v. Ashcroft, 299 F.3d 266 (3d Cir. 2002): statutory framework for asylum cases & relevance of
adverse credibility determinations
Abdulrahman v. Ashcroft, 330 F.3d 587, 591–92 (3d Cir.2003): If applicant can establish past
persecution, they are presumed to have well-founded fear of future persecution, which gov’t must
then rebut with changed country conditions.
Dia v. Ashcroft, 353 F.3d 228 (3d Cir. 2003): adverse credibility determination and country conditions

Dicta:
 “…it is the IJ’s decision that we review, no mean task here because the IJ’s opinion is cursory, thinly
reasoned, and discusses the case without reference to the governing legal standards.” (316)
 “With respect to Berishaj’s CAT claim, the IJ’s decision passes muster (though barely)” (317)
 “…we think this case to be a particularly apt example of a disturbing trend we often encounter in
petitions for review of the BIA. In many cases in which country conditions are at issue, the
administrative records are grossly out-of-date, requiring us to engage in the rather artificial exercise
of ruling on situations that existed several years in the past, but do not exist today.” (317)


“While . . . the constraints of process-based review of administrative decision making prevent us from
supplementing a grossly out-of-date administrative record, they do not command blindness to the
emerging pattern of stale records. Considering the rapid, frequent political changes in countries from
which asylum and CAT applicants usually come, and the potentially dire consequences of sending
such an applicant back to his country of origin to face possible persecution or torture on the basis of
such a stale report, we call on Congress, the DoJ, the DHS, and the BIA to improve the structure and
operation of the system, so that all may have the confidence that the ultimate disposition of a removal
case bears meaningful connection to the merits of the petitioner’s claim(s) in light of contemporary
world affairs.” (317)
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“We set aside for the time being that the IJ failed altogether to address Berishaj’s testimony about how
he was treated outside the military. That testimony—from his civilian life—arguably could
independently support his asylum claim.” (324)



“Moreover, the IJ is in no position to comment from his own experience on the plausibility of the cruel
practices employed in one of the most heinous conflicts of the modern era.” (325)



“There are matters on which it is plainly unreasonable to expect any kind of corroboration. Wartime
persecution is surely among these matters—exigency, strife, and destruction all conspire to destroy
what records there might once have been.” (326)



“It almost goes without saying that, in the troubled areas of the planet from which asylum claims tend
to come, the pace of change is rapid—oppressive regimes rise and fall, and conditions improve and
worsen for vulnerable ethnic, religious, and political minorities. As a consequence, we become like
astronomers whose telescopes capture light rays that have taken millions of years to traverse the
cosmos, revealing things as they once were, but are no longer. But unlike astronomers, who can only
speculate about what is happening at this moment in a far-off galaxy, we often know very well what
has happened in the years since an administrative record was compiled.” (329)



“The streamlining regulations exist to save an overburdened BIA from unnecessary and redundant
tasks. They are not a license for the BIA to say ‘not our problem.’” (331)

Commentary:
 Substantial evidence standard of review: could a reasonable fact finder come to the same conclusion,
based on the administrative record? (Adverse credibility determinations are reviewed for substantial
evidence. If they aren’t based on substantial evidence, but rather on speculation or conjecture, they
are reversible.)
 Adverse credibility determinations: must be based on evidence in record and IJ/BIA must offer specific,
cogent reason for rejecting asylum claim.



From footnote 1: Relevant History of the Region
Yugoslavia was created following World War I, and after World War II became a socialist federal republic
comprising Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Slobodan Milosevic
was elected President of Serbia in 1989. On June 25, 1991, Croatia and Slovenia proclaimed their independence
from Yugoslavia, and Serb forces immediately overran thirty percent of Croatian territory. Bosnia and
Herzegovina proclaimed their independence on March 3, 1992, and Serb forces seized seventy percent of the
country's territory. War between Serbia and Bosnia continued until the Dayton Peace Accord on November 21,
1995. In 1998, fighting erupted in Kosovo, a province of Serbia, between Serbians and ethnic Albanians,
displacing hundreds of thousands of people. Peace talks failed, and in March 1999 NATO air strikes began. In
June 1999, NATO and Russian forces entered Kosovo after Yugoslavia accepted a peace plan. On October 6,
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2000, Milosevic conceded defeat in a presidential election, and was placed under house arrest. He was handed
over to the International Tribunal in the Hague on June 28, 2001.



From the IJ’s opinion (didn’t believe this Albanian could have been both recruited by and abused by
Serbian soldiers): “As fantastic and ludicrous as that statement may appear, the Court was dazzled and
astounded by the declaration that although he was in control of the tank he had a Serbian officer
behind his back pointing a gun at him at all times! A better script could not have been thought about
by kings of comedy like Peter Sellers or Mel Brooks.” (The circuit judge was so peeved by the IJ’s
opinion that he reproduced it IN FULL in this opinion. Later: “The IJ’s comments are not only
intemperate but singularly unhelpful. . . . At all events, the IJ’s comments are not tethered to the
record, owing what little support they have to hyperbole and appeals to popular culture—two utterly
inappropriate bases for an asylum decision.” (324))



Limits on inferences drawn from evidence of changed country conditions: Gov’t must address
precisely the applicant’s specific persecution, so generalized changes aren’t sufficient for a rebuttal.



Seventh Circuit apparently takes judicial notice of more recent country reports, rather than just
sticking with the administrative record—but 3rd Circuit is reluctant to imitate because of caselaw
stating that they must not add new evidence to their review of an agency’s determination. CAs aren’t
equipped to receive supplementary evidence.



Asylum and CAT (Convention Against Torture) are analytically separate claims. If one fails, the other
may stand. CAT applicants must show that it is more likely than not that they would face torture in the
country of removal. Alien’s burden to show with objective evidence.

This case has a red flag and Westlaw cite to another case: [Severe Negative Treatment Abrogation recognized
by Orabi v. A.G., 738 F.3d 535 (2014)]
 But I can’t find any mention of this one in Orabi.

